Differences in Brain Structure in Deaf Persons on MR Imaging Studied with Voxel-Based Morphometry
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BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: The loss of a major sensory input early in life is known to cause alterations in neuronal connectivity and physiology at the cellular level, but effects on gross anatomy are less well understood. The purpose of this study was to compare volumetric structural brain MR imaging scans of deaf versus hearing subjects by using voxel-based morphometry (VBM). The hypothesis was that the deaf would have relative hypoplasia in the temporal lobe centers involved in hearing and speech.

METHODS: T1-weighted volumetric images from 53 prelingually deaf persons and 51 control subjects were analyzed with VBM. Initial segmentations were spatially normalized, and then these deformation parameters were applied to the original images, which were again segmented. Statistic parametric mapping was then applied on a voxel-by-voxel basis to determine group differences and asymmetries.

RESULTS: The white matter analysis revealed a statistically significant focal deficit in the deaf persons in the posterior superior temporal gyrus (STG), corresponding to white matter inferior to auditory cortex. Gray matter asymmetries in the deaf persons were overall similar to that in hearing persons but a focal loss of asymmetry was noted in the posterior STG white matter in the deaf persons.

CONCLUSION: These results support the hypothesis that there are gross alterations in brain anatomy as a consequence of early deafness. The white matter deficit in the posterior left superior temporal gyrus may represent hypoplasia of the auditory/speech related tracts. Hemispheric asymmetries however remain largely intact.

According to neonate screening programs, 2.5 of every 1000 Americans are born with some form of significant hearing loss. The current interest in placing cochlear implants at earlier ages for improving spoken language acquisition has increased the need to better understand the effect of early deafness on brain development—particularly alteration in cortical function, which may be the primary determinant of implant success.

Although a number of recent studies have examined brain function in deaf persons by using techniques such as positron-emission tomography (PET), functional MR imaging (fMRI), or magnetoencephalography (MEG), relatively few studies have looked at possible anatomic and structural abnormalities that might help lay a foundation for interpretation of the neurophysiology.

There are 2 fundamental questions. First, does auditory and speech deprivation early in life result in some form of atrophy or hypoplasia of the hearing and speech centers? There is MR imaging evidence that the cochlear nerve diameter may be smaller in the congenitally deaf, but it is more difficult to characterize cortical changes. Second, is anatomic hemispheric lateralization influenced by early hearing or speech experience? Although brain asymmetry may be largely hardwired, there is speculation that the left posterior superior temporal gyrus asymmetric enlargement of the “speech centers” reported by Geschwind and Levitsky in cadavers might be dependent on auditory language exposure and experience.

The purpose of this study was to apply voxel-based morphometry (VBM) to a group of prelingually deaf adults with a sample size more than twice as large as any prior study to better assess for possible focal cortical abnormalities or differences in lateralization related to early hearing loss. The hypothesis was that the deaf would have relative hypoplasia and might show decreased lateralization in the temporal lobe region related to speech.

Methods

Subjects
The local institutional review board approved the protocol for this study and written informed consent was obtained from all of the volunteers. Fifty-three students from a deaf college (the National Technical Institute of the Deaf) who were prelingually deaf (34 male, 19 female; age range, 18–27 years; mean age, 21 years) were compared with 51 non–hearing-impaired control subjects (31 male, 20 female; age range, 19–32 years; mean age, 25 years). Only subjects determined to be right-handed as assessed by answers to a handedness questionnaire (>90% score) were included.

Inclusion criteria for the deaf subjects included profound deafness diagnosed within the first 6 months of life, fluency in American Sign Language (ASL), and the absence of associated neurologic disease, such as Usher syndrome. The predominant causes of deafness were inheritance and meningitis. All anatomic MR images were reviewed by a neuroradiologist (D.K.S.), and subjects showing any significant brain abnormalities were excluded. One deaf subject was excluded because of ventriculomegaly, presumably due to meningitis-related hydrocephalus as an infant; another deaf subject was excluded because of diffuse cerebral atrophy of uncertain cause. Any subjects with cochlear implants were not scanned because of MR imaging safety concerns.
MR Scanning

On a 1.5 T Signa MR imaging scanner (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, Wis), T1-weighted 3D echo-spoiled gradient echo (SPGR) images with 1.5-mm contiguous axial sections (TR/TE/flip angle, 11.1 ms/2.2 ms/30°; matrix, 512 × 512; FOV, 24 cm) were obtained. The SPGR scans were conducted at the end of an fMRI session. Scans with excessive motion artifact (defined as indistinct sulci along the superior temporal lobe) were excluded. Five deaf and 4 hearing subjects were excluded on this basis, leaving scans from 53 deaf and 51 hearing subjects for analysis.

Image Processing

The “optimized” protocol for VBM analysis of Good et al9 was performed using statistical parametric mapping (SPM2; Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk) running in MATLAB 6 (Math Works, Natick, Mass). In brief, nonbrain tissue (skull, scalp, etc) was removed, and initial gray matter, white matter, and CSF segmentations were spatially normalized to the Montreal Neurologic Institute (MNI) template, and then these deformation parameters were applied to the original images, which were then segmented again. Finally, Jacobian modulation was applied to gray matter to restore the original absolute volume altered by the normalization process, and images were smoothed using a 12-mm, full-width, half-maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel. A t test statistic was then applied between the 2 groups to evaluate for significant differences.

To assess for asymmetry in each group, the technique of Good et al10 was used involving a modification of the usual VBM procedure using symmetric templates. Right/left-flipped images were compared with the original images by using a paired t test statistic to evaluate for gray matter and white matter asymmetries.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed within the SPM2 software package. For assessing differences between the hearing and deaf groups, a t test statistic was applied between the 2 groups to evaluate for significant differences. For data exploration, raw voxel-level data were displayed on the MNI 3D brain template at threshold P < .0001 uncorrected with extent threshold 100 voxels. To assess for statistical significance and correct for multiple comparisons across the volume of the brain, a Bonferroni correction (within SPM2) was applied at the cluster-level and adjusted for search volume.9,11

To evaluate for differences in asymmetry between the 2 groups, subtraction asymmetry maps were created of the original minus the right/left-flipped images, and then these maps were compared across the deaf and hearing groups and displayed and assessed for statistical significance in a manner similar to that described above.

Results

Deaf versus Hearing

The white matter VBM analysis revealed 2 foci above P < .0001 threshold (uncorrected) (Fig 1). The larger focus consisted of 4355 voxels (each voxel is a cubic millimeter) centered in the left superior temporal gyrus with highest correlation at (−61, −20, 5) (x,y,z MNI coordinates), Z = 4.47, P < .036 (corrected) (Table 1). The coordinates correspond to white matter underlying the left planum temporale (PT).

![Fig 1: Deaf versus hearing white matter and gray matter VBM. Threshold at T = 3.7 with extent threshold 100 voxels.](image-url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MNI Coord</th>
<th>Extent (1-mm Voxels)</th>
<th>Z Score</th>
<th>P &lt; (corrected)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White matter</td>
<td>−61</td>
<td>−20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−12</td>
<td>−68</td>
<td>−25</td>
<td>Left posterior medial cerebellum - declive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray matter</td>
<td>−13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:—STG indicates superior temporal gyrus; PT, planum temporale; MNI, Montreal Neurologic Institute.
and Heschl gyrus (HG) gray matter. Talairach coordinates for PT gray matter from Westbury et al\textsuperscript{12} are (−60, −20, 10) and for HG gray matter from Rademacher et al\textsuperscript{13} are (−50, −20, 8). These PT and HG coordinates in Talairach space were converted to MNI space using a nonlinear transformation\textsuperscript{14} and are displayed as crosshairs in relation to the focus of white matter deficit in deaf patients on cross-sectional images (Fig 2).

A smaller focus of white matter deficit in deaf persons consisting of 999 voxels slightly below corrected statistical significance was seen with highest correlation at (−12, −68, −25), $Z = 4.28\ (P < .062$ corrected) in the left posterior medial cerebellum declive as identified by Talairach transformed coordinates of (−12, −67, −18)$^{15}$ (Fig 1).

The gray matter analysis revealed only 1 focus above the $P < .0001$ threshold (uncorrected) (Fig 1), which, however, fell below statistical significance when corrected for multiple comparisons ($P < .059$ corrected), consisting of a 3513-voxel focus of deaf gray matter enlargement in the left superior frontal gyrus (−13, 13, 74), $Z = 4.23$ in Brodmann area 6 (premotor cortex) (Fig 1). No regions of gray matter abnormality were noted at a similar or statistically significant level in the temporal lobes of the deaf subjects.

**Asymmetry**

The deaf and hearing groups showed qualitatively similar broad regions of gray matter right-dominant asymmetry in the frontal/temporal perisylvian region, but the hearing group showed slightly greater extent, particularly into the frontal lobe (82,797 voxels overall in hearing versus 69,773 in deaf) (Fig 3, Table 2). The second largest asymmetric cluster was in the left-dominant occipital lobe and was similar in the 2 groups. On a more focal level of analysis, left-dominant asymmetric gray matter foci were seen in the posterior superior temporal gyri in both the hearing (2805 voxels centered at −38, −38, 16) and the deaf (3097 voxels centered at −38, −37, 14) (Fig 3).

For the white matter asymmetry analysis, similar but smaller broad foci of asymmetry were again seen in the right-dominant perisylvian regions that were qualitatively highly similar but with slightly larger temporal and frontal lobe foci in hearing persons compared with deaf persons (46,352 versus 39,982 suprathreshold voxels) (Fig 4, Table 2). As seen in the gray matter analysis, there were white matter asymmetric foci in the left-dominant occipital lobe that were highly similar in the 2 groups in location, though slightly larger in the deaf persons. The small left-dominant focus along the posterior superior temporal gyrus seen on the gray matter analysis was not visible above threshold in the white matter analysis. Note that the apparent foci overlying the left temporal region on the 3D surface rendering of the white matter asymmetry are actually representations of medial structures, and no left temporal lobe foci were actually found.

A direct comparison of the group differences between the deaf subject versus hearing subject asymmetry derived from subtracting the original and left/right-flipped images revealed a white matter focus of statistical significance in the superior temporal gyrus (−50, −18, 11) ($P < .047$ corrected), with greater asymmetry in the hearing compared with the deaf (Figs 5 and 6). The comparison of gray matter asymmetry (Fig 5) revealed a dominant focus in the parietal lobe (−54, −27, 22) supramarginal gyrus (Brodmann area 40), also showing greater asymmetry in the hearing subjects, but it did not reach statistical significance ($P < .072$ corrected).

**Discussion**

The first report to look at brain abnormalities in deafness was a postmortem study of 7 adult-onset deaf patients in which “cell shrinkage” was seen within the brain stem auditory nuclei; unfortunately, the investigators did not assess for changes in the cerebral cortex.\textsuperscript{16} There have been 2 MR imaging studies—both published in 2003. The first, by Penhune et al\textsuperscript{17} compared volumetric 1-mm T1-weighted MR imaging scans from 12 congenitally deaf adults with 10 hearing control subjects. Both whole-brain VBM and manual volumetric analysis of the auditory cortex (Heschl gyrus and the planum temporale) revealed no statistically significant difference in deaf brain anatomy. However, the study by Emmorey et al\textsuperscript{18} with a larger group of 25 congenitally deaf adults using 1.5-mm T1-weighted images with manual volumetric analysis of temporal lobes found decreased white matter volume in the auditory cortices of deaf persons, whereas gray matter volume and leftward asymmetry was preserved. The brain beyond the temporal lobe was not studied, and the application of an automated technique, such as VBM, was not reported. It is uncertain whether the discrepant conclusions from these 2 studies are related to different techniques, sample populations, or perhaps, most likely, simply the larger sample sizes in the study by Emmorey et al\textsuperscript{18}.

Recent studies of brain metabolism with PET on small groups of deaf adults or children\textsuperscript{19} suggest relatively intact metabolism in auditory cortex in adults who became deaf early in life. fMRI studies have recently shown apparent language-
and vision-related activation in the auditory cortex region, which has been interpreted as evidence for cortical plasticity.4,20,21 These functional imaging studies argue against a marked gray matter hypoplasia or atrophy in deaf auditory cortex but cannot rule out white matter or perhaps subtle gray matter abnormalities.

**White Matter Differences in Deaf Persons**

The white matter deficit in the posterior left superior temporal gyrus may represent decreased volume of auditory tracts, though the actual center (using the MNI coordinate system and normalization in statistical parametric mapping) appears centered slightly inferior and lateral to primary auditory cortex itself. As seen on the cross-sectional images (Fig 2), this white matter focus is compatible with fiber tracts leading to the planum temporale and Heschl gyrus gray matter. Although the Talairach-transformed coordinates of the highest correlation are listed as physically nearest to gray matter of Brodmann area 22 in the Talairach Daemon atlas,15 diffusion tensor analysis as well as microanatomy studies show tracts in this region actually extending superiorly into the planum temporale and Heschl gyrus.22,23 The fact that this abnormality is seen only in the left temporal lobe, and not the right, supports the hypothesis that this white matter deficit may be related specifically to speech and not to general auditory function.

The smaller focus of white matter deficit just below corrected statistical significance in the left medial cerebellum decline was unexpected in the deaf subjects and was of uncertain significance, but functional imaging studies have shown activation in the decline during verbal tasks.24

**Gray Matter Differences in Deaf Persons**

The absence of gray matter deficits in the auditory cortices of the deaf persons in the present study might be unexpected, but

---

**Table 2: Voxel-based morphometry: asymmetries in deaf and hearing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MNI Coord</th>
<th>Extent (1-mm Voxels)</th>
<th>T or Z Score</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asymmetry gray matter</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−38</td>
<td>−38</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Left STG medial to HG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>−5</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Right frontal/perisylvian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−11</td>
<td>−107</td>
<td>−3</td>
<td>Left occipital (Brodmann 18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deaf</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−38</td>
<td>−37</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Left STG medial to HG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>−5</td>
<td>−7</td>
<td>Right frontal/perisylvian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−11</td>
<td>−111</td>
<td>−3</td>
<td>Left occipital (Brodmann 18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asymmetry white matter</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>−9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Left STG medial to HG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>−30</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Right frontal/perisylvian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−14</td>
<td>−56</td>
<td>−15</td>
<td>Left occipital (Brodmann 18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deaf</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>−17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Left STG medial to HG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>−17</td>
<td>−6</td>
<td>Right frontal/perisylvian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−18</td>
<td>−59</td>
<td>−17</td>
<td>Left occipital (Brodmann 18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asymmetry deaf vs hearing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White matter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−50</td>
<td>−18</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Left STG medial to HG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray matter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−54</td>
<td>−27</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Left parietal-supramarginal gyrus (Brodmann 40)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** HG indicates Heschl gyrus; STG, superior temporal gyrus; MNI, Montreal Neurologic Institute.
it is concordant with metabolic and perfusion imaging studies demonstrating intact baseline metabolic activity or perfusion in the superior temporal gyrus in the deaf persons\textsuperscript{3,19,25} as well as the volumetric study of Emmorey et al.\textsuperscript{18} This finding also indirectly supports the hypothesis of altered cortical organization in the auditory cortices of the deaf persons, suggested by functional imaging studies\textsuperscript{4,20,21} in which the physiology in what are usually auditory and speech areas is preserved but switched to more relevant tasks. Thalamocortical auditory-related inputs might be replaced by smaller transcortical inputs, possibly posteriorly from the visual occipital or multimodality parietal lobes. Diffusion tensor analysis might be helpful in the future to address the specific tracts that are altered.

Although below the level of statistical significance when corrected for multiple comparisons ($P < .059$, corrected), a focus of possible deaf gray matter enlargement in the left premotor cortex may be related to the report by Penhune et al\textsuperscript{17} of a similar focus of gray matter enlargement also below statistical significance ($P < .12$, corrected) in the hand motor cortex.

**Fig 4.** Asymmetry VBM of white matter in deaf and hearing subjects. T threshold at $T = 7.7$, extent threshold at 400 voxels.

**Fig 5.** Deaf versus hearing asymmetry VBM of white matter and gray matter. T threshold at $T = 5.7$, extent threshold at 200 voxels.

**Fig 6.** Deaf versus hearing asymmetry VBM of white matter viewed on coronal and axial cross sections. Crosshair at ($-50$, $-18$, $11$). The color bar represents the T score.
Although more posterior and slightly more lateral to the coordinates in the present study, it may be a related finding and, perhaps, as Penhune et al.17 speculate, might be related to “extensive fine motor use of the right hand while signing.” 17 They note that musicians have been shown to develop similar hand-related motor cortex changes presumably related to long-term instrument playing.26 The finding in the present study of a more anterior, premotor focus of enlargement might even represent a form of hand-analog of the Broca area, which, instead of being premotor to the vocal apparatus, is instead premotor to hand cortex more superiorly. It should be noted that all of the subjects in this study were fluent in American Sign Language and right-handed. The morphometric study by Emmorey et al.18 did not address anatomic sites beyond the temporal lobe.

**Hemispheric Lateralization**

The broad regions of gray and white matter right-dominant perisylvian and smaller left-dominant occipital foci were qualitatively similar in the 2 groups, suggesting that this form of broad asymmetry develops largely independent of auditory experience before birth. This gross asymmetry pattern has been referred to by anthropologists as “Yakovlevian torque,” based on the apparent counterclockwise rotation of the frontal/occipital lobes in utero, which leaves asymmetric impressions, or “petalia,” on the inner skull that can be seen on fossils (reviewed by Toga and Thompson27). The “torquing,” which is thought to be due to the early asymmetric growth of the right frontal lobe, is apparent on this study and is highly similar to other MR imaging-based VBM studies on healthy subjects.9,28-30 as well as MR imaging morphometric studies on great apes.31 Given that this form of gross asymmetry probably occurs early in development in utero, it is not surprising that it remains intact in the congenitally deaf. Recent work suggests cerebral lateralization and handedness may be related to protocadherin XY, a cell surface adhesion molecule that may be involved in axonal guidance (reviewed by Crow35).

On the similarly thresholded asymmetry maps, the hearing subjects show slightly more extensive perisylvian gray and white matter asymmetries than the deaf subjects, possibly reflecting subtle effects of hearing and speech on brain development in early childhood. The degree of lateralization on VBM has been variably correlated with sex6 and handedness29; maleness and right-handedness are associated with greater asymmetry. In this study, all subjects were right-handed, and there was a similar representation of sexes in both groups.

The more focal and perhaps more interesting left-dominant gray matter asymmetric focus in the posterior superior temporal gyrus was highly similar in the deaf and hearing groups and is again very similar to prior VBM studies on normal subjects.9,30,31 This finding of preserved focal gray matter asymmetry in the deaf persons was also reported by Emmorey et al18 and Penhune et al17 on their manual morphometric measurements of the temporal lobe, suggesting that this form of more focal lateralization in the temporal lobe “speech” area is independent of hearing and speech experience. It should be noted, however, that the deaf subjects were all fluent in sign language, which has been shown in patients with stroke-related sign language aphasia.34 Wada studies on deaf patients,35 and more recent functional imaging studies36,37 to be largely left-dominant.

In contrast to the gray matter analysis, the white matter analysis revealed no above-threshold left dominance asymmetry in the posterior superior temporal gyrus. Instead, the right-dominant white matter asymmetry appeared to trail off posteriorly in the superior temporal gyrus. Although the finding of similar patterns of auditory cortex asymmetry in the deaf and hearing persons might appear to conflict with the direct deaf versus hearing white matter comparison discussed above, this apparent discrepancy might be related in part to the difference in statistical significance thresholds in the 2 comparisons.

**VBM Analysis Technique**

The VBM technique has strengths and weaknesses compared with more traditional explicit manual morphometric and volumetric measurement techniques. VBM’s greatest strength is that it is automated and unbiased by subjectivity or assumptions of what forms of measurements in which specific regions are likely to be of interest. On the other hand, there is some loss of spatial resolution and inability to detect potentially interesting morphologic abnormalities not reflected in the smoothed and normalized gray and white matter attenuation maps.

The VBM approach lends itself to larger population studies because of its automated technique but also may require relatively large numbers of subjects to approach statistical significance on whole-brain analysis. This may explain the lack of findings when using VBM by Penhune et al.17 with only 12 deaf subjects. Although VBM remains a relatively new technique, and there are controversies about some of the technical aspects and interpretation,38,39 it has nevertheless been validated in a number of studies with direct comparison with traditional morphometric techniques40-42 and has been shown to have good correlation with pathologic or traditional imaging techniques.43,44 In some cases, VBM may demonstrate pathology on MR imaging previously seen only at autopsy, such as the multifocal atrophy in Alzheimer disease.45

**Conclusion**

The finding of focal white matter hypoplasia in the left posterior superior temporal gyrus adjacent to language cortex in deaf persons supports the hypothesis that early hearing and/or speech experience may play a role in the development of specific tracts related to speech. On the other hand, the preservation of gray matter volume in these same temporal auditory and speech centers suggests that some form of cortical function is probably preserved in these regions. Hemispheric asymmetries, both the broad right perisylvian and left occipital “torquing” and the focal left posterior superior temporal gyrus enlargement, persist in congenital deafness, suggesting that hearing and speech experience are not critical for these developments.

Although these structural differences are probably too subtle in themselves to alter clinical MR imaging interpretation or surgical planning, the underlying cortical organization in deaf persons and its variant neurophysiology may have clinical implications. If surgery is planned in a deaf patient, preoperative planning should take into consideration the possibility of
some degree of altered cortical organization and, particularly in regard to language, customized preoperative functional imaging and/or intraoperative mapping may be helpful.

Currently, much of the medical care of the deaf centers on cochlear implants, and although an improvement in hearing after implantation is almost universal, some patients may still be unable to adequately understand speech in normal conversations. This study suggests that there may be a critical period for formation of connections to the left temporal lobe speech centers, and the difficulty encountered by some adult implant patients may be related in part to the hypoplasia of these tracts. Future studies might look for anatomic changes after cochlear implant placement in children or explore changes in the diffusion tensor mapping of the auditory system tracts. One might predict that a greater severity of white matter volume loss or tract disorganization could be associated with less successful speech skills after cochlear implant surgery.
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